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About This Game

The title speaks for itself – it’s Air Hockey. You have a puck, a striker and gates, use them as intended. The opponent will do
the same. Gaming diversity is achieved due to the following features.

Features:

Mouse only controls. This game was designed to give you authentic air hockey experience.

Online PvP. Play against your friends or random players.

Play against AI. Choose the difficulty and try to beat your opponent. Test your skills by defeating the hardest one. We
doubt you will actually win, but well, you can try, at least.

20+ power-ups. Gain an advantage over the enemy by getting the pickup first. There are effects of different types -
some give the possessor new abilities, others temporarily improve their stats, and others make opponent’s game harder.
Experience different combinations of the multiple effects, stacked on each other. But remember, those effects can be
used against you as well. You have been warned.
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this really gay super bad laggy super glitchty big doints. This game needs to change the mouse input cause its total aids.. The
physics are off in this game.
 Go for a power shot straight and the puck will go sideways.. Stay still and the puck will go full speed. I don't get it. Ima still play
it but cant recommend the game. It doesn't make sense. Plus nobody is online anyways. Or offline it seems at this point.. dont
waste your money, horrible and laggy.. This game does NOT work. It says "FATAL ERROR". Save your precious 5 dollars and
get yourself a bag of chips and a coke to enjoy a game that DOES work. :). Super laggy :( I think the connection isn't optimized,
who hosts the game gets an incredible advantage.. It's a pity as i loved it.. pretty much the only good sports game. The physics
are off in this game.
 Go for a power shot straight and the puck will go sideways.. Stay still and the puck will go full speed. I don't get it. Ima still play
it but cant recommend the game. It doesn't make sense. Plus nobody is online anyways. Or offline it seems at this point.
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I like this game, but honestly I play something else during my breaks.
The reason? This game was developed with the Unreal Engine. Unexplicable.
My pc overheats with this little game, can you believe it.
Also, you need to be online in order to play, while I mostly prefer to play offline.

It is clearly a product made by amateurs, but I still reccomend it.
Good graphics, interesting gameplay, honest price and the AI works.
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